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Intelligent highly-automated systems (HASs) are increasingly being created

and deployed at scale with a broad range of purposes and operational

environments. In uncertain or safety-critical environments, HASs are

frequently designed to seamlessly co-operate with humans, thus, forming

human-machine teams (HMTs) to achieve collective goals. Trust plays an

important role in this dynamic: humans need to be able to develop an

appropriate level of trust in their HAS teammate(s) to form an HMT

capable of safely and effectively working towards goal completion. Using

Autonomous Ground Vehicles (AGVs) as an example of an HAS used in

dynamic social contexts, we explore interdependent teaming and

communication between humans and AGVs in different contexts and

examine the role of trust and communication in these teams. Drawing on

lessons from the AGV example for the design of an HAS used for an HMT

more broadly, we argue that trust is experienced and built differently in

different contexts, necessitating context-specific approaches to designing

for trust in such systems.
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Introduction

Automation is defined as “technology that actively selects data, transforms

information, makes decisions, or controls processes” [1]. These technologies are

typically designed to help humans achieve their goals more efficiently, and can be

classified according to purpose: information acquisition, information analysis,

decision selection, action implementation, and automated systems monitoring [2,

3]. A highly-automated system (HAS) may incorporate one or more automation

types, and is designed to pursue specific goals with some independence [4]. An HAS

designed to operate in uncertain environments is often required to form a dynamic

relationship with one or more humans to achieve a goal, forming a human-machine

team (HMT). In this perspective, we explore the role of trust in HMTs with a focus on

contextual factors shaping trust dynamics in an HMT, as a means of guiding

“trustworthy” HMT systems design for diverse and uncertain contexts - an

unsolved problem [5].
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Human-machine teaming

Human-machine teaming refers to the relationship between a

human and machine (typically a HAS) that encompasses the

shared pursuit of a common goal [6] as set by humans. The

nature of this relationship varies depending on the distribution of

decision-making power and roles among the teammates. For

example, an HAS may have little influence over the team’s

collective actions if it only helps the human make decisions or

only acts as instructed by the human. Alternatively, an HAS with

the capacity to independently act on its environment in alignment

with its team’s goal, with or without human oversight, could have a

significant influence over the team’s actions [4]. In some HMTs,

the distribution of decision-making and agency between human

and HAS teammates is dynamic—it changes with time and

circumstance. This distribution can be beneficial: both human

and HAS teammates have different strengths and response

timescales; dynamically allocating agency can allow for

collaborations that optimise the teammates’ contributions. As

with any teamwork, achieving these benefits depends heavily on

the establishment of an effective relationship between human and

HAS teammates.

Designing for effective relationships between human and

HAS teammates can prove challenging [4]—particularly when an

HAS incorporates artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities. AI

capabilities are often used in HASs to enable intelligent,

dynamic actions. Essentially, AI imbues HASs with the ability

to learn and evolve over time from experience [7]. This learning

ability is typically probabilistic, which can yield unpredictable

behaviour. This unpredictability is intensified when the HAS is

used in real-world contexts characterised by dynamic

interactions. One example of such contexts is road traffic: a

setting consisting of multiple heterogenous autonomous actors

acting in the same environment towards their individual goals,

with their interactions often guided by shared rules and

understandings. For HMTs operating in such environments,

there may be unpredictable aspects of teammate interactions

that emerge as a function of the HAS capabilities, the human

teammate, the team dynamics, and the complexity and

unpredictability of the contexts they operate in. This makes

the HMTs adoption in dynamic contexts risky and potentially

costly for humans involved—both within the HMT, and in their

environments [8–11].

Trust in automation is a key enabler of HMT collaborations

and automation adoption. Research shows that trust is key in the

successful teaming of dissimilar heterogenous agents involving

humans [12]. Trust reflects the degree of confidence a person

may have in another actor and can shape human-automation

interactions [2]. As noted in [2], trust’s importance in a

technology’s adoption correlates with the complexity of the

automation and its roles, how critical their deployed

environment is, and perceived risks (e.g. [13]). Trust is

generally important and useful in:

1. Guiding the design of automation that facilitates productive

HMT collaboration and appropriate interactions [2]; and

2. Designing automation with the goal of mitigating the

potential negative consequences of their use [2].

In the remainder of this perspective, we focus our exploration

of trust in HMTs onHASs designed for large-scale deployment in

social settings characterised by dynamic interactions, risks, and

uncertainties requiring contextual considerations. To facilitate

this argument, we will use the example of an AGV on the road.

AGV driving automation systems are HASs that demonstrate all

five categories of automation identified in [2, 3]; form part of a

HMT; can be designed to dynamically shift roles between a

human operator and itself; and operate in diverse, complex, and

safety-critical social environments. AGVs deployed in road

traffic environments are therefore useful for exploring trust’s

role in HMTs operating in social contexts, and demonstrating the

need to consider their potential contexts of use in HAS design. To

facilitate this exploration, we begin by defining AGVs and

exploring some of their properties, considering AGVs as

individual agents and exploring AGVs in autonomous teams.

Autonomous ground vehicles—An
example

AGVs include driving HAS that, depending on their design,

may have the capacity to achieve partial to full autonomy,

meaning that the system’s actions can range from providing

advice to a human driver to taking full control of driving

operations. Their intelligent driving capabilities are often

enabled by AI. In the case of AGVs, the HMT consists of a

driving HAS and the human driver.

To describe the nature of HMT dynamics between a human

operator and an HAS during driving, we draw on the Society of

Automotive Engineers (SAE) taxonomy [14] for driving

automation systems. The SAE levels describe the capabilities

and roles of driving automation and humans at different

automation levels. According to the SAE standard, Level

0 vehicles offer no driving automation, while vehicles at level

1 and beyond incorporate driving automation that provides

varying levels of support and control when engaged. The

human and HAS have joint control of either longitudinal or

lateral vehicle motion in level 1, while for level 2, the human

actively supervises the system. Level 3–5 vehicles incorporate an

Automated Driving System (ADS)—in-vehicle HAS that

provides automated driving capabilities that allow for partial

to full driverless operation of AGVs. Level 3 vehicles can perform

driving conditionally and require humans to serve as a “fallback-

ready user”—a human teammate that can take over driving in the

vehicle or remotely as appropriate. Level 4 and 5 vehicles perform

driving autonomously (albeit in limited circumstances for level 4)

and do not need a fallback ready user during operation [14].
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Driving HASs from levels 1–4 are increasingly being

integrated in vehicles because they promise to improve road

safety. This promise can only be achieved if people are receptive

of AGVs, use them, and if AGVs operate safely, in a socially

acceptable manner when in use. We are already witnessing the

trialling and roll out of level 1–4 AGVs in societies—for example,

Tesla’s Autopilot features, or China’s first fully driverless

taxis—the Baidu self-driving taxis.

These AGVs operate in societies with humans, including a

human co-driver on roads with other human and autonomous

road agents. They use road resources and infrastructure

alongside other road users in diverse socioeconomic contexts.

Consider, for example, the operation of Level 3 AGVs on the

road. When engaged, the ADS and human driver complement

each other as co-drivers, playing interdependent dynamic roles in

ensuring the safe navigation of AGVs to their destinations. This

requires the human driver and the ADS to continuously

communicate with each other and their environments through

sensing, monitoring, and team acting. This example

demonstrates an HMT in which the human and machine

share decision-making and action implementation control. In

such an HMT, there are two interdependent dynamical aspects to

consider: that of the environment the HMT acts, and the team

itself.

Within the HMT, team dynamics are shaped by the

capabilities of each teammate, as well as the roles they are

expected to play in achieving the team’s goals set by the

human teammate. In AGVs, increased automation made

possible by increased cognitive capability and dynamic

adaptability of the ADS comes at a price: adapting in real-

time to the surrounding environment. This can lead to the

ADS exhibiting unpredictable behavior, particularly

in situations they have not been designed for nor are familiar

with, impacting trust.

The potential for unpredictability in AGVs has been

demonstrated multiple times—e.g., a Tesla in automated

driving mode nearly hitting an individual [15], or the Uber

self-driving car crash resulting in the death of a jaywalking

pedestrian in Arizona [16]. In the case of the Uber crash, the

AGV was struggling to classify the jaywalking pedestrian, while

its human operator was paying attention to her tablet. Both were

operating independently—unaware of each other’s activities until

too late [17].

Both examples illustrate the challenge AGVs and their

human teammates face in operating on the road that needs to

be considered and designed for in ADS: the diverse and

dynamic nature of road transport environments. While

transport infrastructure facilitates some predictability

through traffic lights and stop signs, the inclusion of

human agency—within and outside vehicles—creates an

inherently unpredictable environment, one that has been

found to vary significantly depending on infrastructure and

social norms [18, 19].

An unpredictable environment combined with increased

dependency on the ADS by the human creates the

opportunity for unpredictable reactions by the human or the

AGV teammate to that environment. To achieve AGV use at

scale, HMTs will need to demonstrate the ability to act and react

appropriately to achieve their collective goals safely and

responsively in any environmental context. This requirement

poses a significant design challenge in which the HMT and its

environments are dynamic and inherently unpredictable.

Trust—within an HMT and within societies where HMTs

may operate—is an important factor that affects the adoption

and safe use of HASs. It is a dynamic construct that can help us to

understand HASs, HMTs and their environments, and to design

for their interactions. Trust definitions are subjective and

contextual, and one’s understanding may be shaped by

experiences in different research fields, cultures or contexts [1,

12, 20]. With this in mind, we explore and define trust, first

broadly, in the context of HASs, and then specifically for AGVs.

Trust and communication in AGV human-
machine teams

Trust is widely researched across disciplines ranging from

engineering to psychology, economics, etc. Trust as a social

concept is interpersonal, and is researched as existing within

relationships [2, 12]. We adopt this trust definition: the

“willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of

another party based on the expectation that the other will

perform a particular action important to the trustor,

irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other

party” [12]. By this definition, HMT teamwork is easily

understood as mutual dependence from a shared awareness

(e.g. [21]).

Over the past century, efforts towards researching and

developing trustworthy AI and human-automation trust have

increased, as have the complexity and deployment rate of HASs.

With regards to automation, human trust can be defined as “the

attitude that an agent will help achieve an individual’s goals in a

situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability” [1]. In

this definition, agent can refer to humans or automation systems.

Specific to AI systems, the High-Level Expert Group on Artificial

Intelligence defined trustworthy AI systems as systems where

trust is established in their design, development, deployment, and

use [22]. Trustworthy AI refers to AI systems that are assured to

act in the trusting party’s interest [23], and society at large.

Trust in automation varies depending on the automation,

their context of use, and the human operator [2]. All these need

to be considered holistically in trustworthy automation design. In

the context of an HMT, trust is usually one-sided: humans need

to trust their automated teammates to collaborate effectively, but

an automation agent within the team has no inherent knowledge

of “trust” in the human sense. Humans tend to evaluate the
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trustworthiness of other agents—HASs included—based on their

perceived abilities, integrity, and benevolence [12]. An

automation’s association with trust relates specifically to its

design: its actions and communication must foster an

appropriate trust level with the humans it interacts with.

In AGVs, as with many other safety-critical HAS, trust is

necessary for a human driver to willingly collaborate with the

driving automation [24]. Hence, it is useful in understanding

how they might interact with ADS. Trust development is

dynamic. In HMTs, human and HAS teammates develop

mutual expectations and an understanding of one another

over time [1] as they interact in a given context. One way

human teammates express the level of trust they have in an

automation is through reliance or compliance, which may vary in

different use cases [1, 2]. For AGVs, for example, a human

operator may rely on an ADS to take the lead after it safely

navigates a familiar well-marked road, while opting to take full

control when navigating an unfamiliar school crossing.

To ensure an appropriate level of reliance on an ADS in

uncertain and risky situations, humans need to develop and

maintain appropriate trust with the ADS. To achieve this,

appropriate communication of the automation’s capabilities,

intentions, decisions, and actions is important. But

appropriate communication is also contextual and dynamic:

the nature of the automation, the human operator, and the

context or environment the HMT operate in all inform the

potential risks involved in navigating a given situation as well

as the appropriate communication methods within and outside

the HMT [2]. In the next section, we explore the importance of

communication in trust development and maintenance in HMTs

with a continued focus on AGVs.

Communication in AGV HMTs

An AGV HMT operates in safety-critical situations where

lack of cooperation can result in fatal accidents, as observed from

the aforementioned Uber accident in Arizona [16]. In general,

analyses show that accidents can stem from inappropriate trust.

Inappropriate trust in AGVs can include overtrust, where a

human operator trusts an ADS too much, leading to human

inaction at crucial moments, or undertrust, where humans do not

trust the ADS enough, resulting in a human overtaking ADS

duties inappropriately [1]. Inappropriate trust can be caused by

inappropriate communication of information between

automation and its teammate [1, 2, 25, 26].

Hoff and Bashir [2] summarized the design

recommendations for trustworthy automation as: increasing

anthropomorphism with consideration of user preferences,

simplifying user interfaces, ensuring an automation’s

communication style appears trustworthy, providing users

with accurate and continuous feedback on its reliability,

explaining their behaviours, and increasing automation

feedback and transparency. The Chartered Institute for

Ergonomics and Human Factors similarly proposed nine

principles to address key human factor challenges in ADS

design [4]. The principles revolve around the HAS, their users

and environments, and their interactions and communication.

All these design recommendations highlight appropriate

communication as a means of shaping trust dynamics for

humans interacting with automation.

Specific to AGVs, trust can be influenced by the driving

scenario [27], the ADS communication style, the interface design

[28], the appropriateness of the level of detail in explanations

provided to the human operator [27], and so on (see [29]). These

findings, too, highlight the importance of appropriate

communication and interface design in shaping trust

dynamics for a successful AGV HMT. Because the context

informs the risks involved, the definitions of appropriate

communication and the ways appropriate communication are

achieved will vary depending on the human and machine

teammates and their operational context. This highlights the

importance of understanding context to designing appropriately

for successful teaming.

However, implementing these recommendations in an HAS

used in diverse environments globally may prove challenging.

For AGVs, driving culture and norms may vary in different

nations, driving environments, and communities; these are

usually tacitly and explicitly taught to—and understood

by—human drivers; shape how human drivers operate on the

road; and have been found to influence the risks involved [18].

Success for AGVs and any HAS used for HMT deployed at scale

will involve responsively accounting for local cultures, norms,

and communication expectations, lending support to the idea

that contextually appropriate communication will play an

important role in enabling effective HMTs. Some provide

guidance for carrying out contextually-sensitive work for

specific contexts—see, e.g., Smith [30]. But such guidance is

difficult to carry out at scale.

To properly design for the diverse contexts HASs may

operate in, it is important to understand these contexts and

how road agents interact and communicate with one another in

them. Some of the approaches used for this are: ethnographic

observations, cultural probes, interviews, modelling and

simulations, surveys, etc. [31–34] The choice of method is in

itself shaped by context; therefore, there is currently no one

systematic way for determining the appropriateness of the

methods to contextual design problems.

Discussion

In this perspective, we used AGVs to explore how the

contextual nature of trust can play a significant role in

whether HMTs can operate at scale and how, particularly in

uncertain or safety-critical scenarios. As we saw with HMTs
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involving AGVs, dynamic changes in the teammates’ roles can

combine with contextual factors (environments, communication

expectations, social norms, trust definitions, etc.) to make

designing for successful HMTs a significant challenge.

As a result, we see a need to change how designers think about

designing for trust in HMTs. It is not enough to design HASs that

are trusted by humans—we must instead aspire to design HASs

that are worthy of trust in the contexts and dynamic environments

in which they will operate. Central to this conclusion is the need to

facilitate appropriate trust through appropriate communication

and performance—both of which are context dependent.

We therefore propose questions that could guide future work

on HASs that are likely to form part of HMTs in diverse contexts:

• How can we help designers create trustworthy HASs for

HMTs, where “trustworthy” is defined appropriately for

the contexts HMTs will operate in?

• How can we help designers (those who play a significant

role in shaping HAS) understand how their own trust

perception shapes the design process? And how can they

design for trust as others (drivers, pedestrians, regulators,

etc.) understand it?

• What approaches and frameworks can be used to

systematically support these?

Most HASs—if successful—are now deployed globally. These

questions suggest the need to create new frameworks for creating

trustworthy HMTs—ones where the definition of “trustworthy”

is dynamic, contextual, and representative of the many voices

whose lives are likely to be impacted when such a system is

deployed [5].
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